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ï This’ invention relates to 'bo 

cases, 'and iinfparticularïthis `invention 'relates 
toV a carrier having a handle formed -in a cen 
trail-y“ disposed -panel with bottle _ carrying` cells 
on the’sídes of the paneland in which bottles 
are fretained` in the cells 'by a friction element 
that "permits the carrìer'tobe placed over `loot 
tlesin a case so that the bottles _may be picked 
up thereby and also that «permits the bottles to be 
dropped't-hr'ough the carrier by pressing down 
wardly uponthe upper ends of the'bottles with 
theearrierin an elevatedposition. 'i ' ` ' _ 

‘_ _"_I‘he‘purpose ‘of this' invention is to provide' a 
bottle 4'carrier in which bottles may be inserted 
in cells therein by forcing the ycarrier downwardly 
over >the vbottles therebyel'írninatîng ythe neces-` 
sity of Adropping each bottle in‘a _cell or pocket 
ofthe carrien _", i ‘ ` _ ' 
‘ _ In the conventional'type‘ofbottle carrier where 

tle carriers' ofthe 
typere’sernbling fillers for beer and soft drinkv 
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bottles areplaced in cells havingl closed lower _ 
ends _it is necessaryto place the bottles in _the 
cell_s"_j'ind_ividually and Aalso remove _eachbottle 
from' _its l‘cell by fwithdrawingthe' bottle frorn the 
upper end of. the cell. Thisrequires consider 
able time and the percentage of _breakage cf ' 
bottles resulting 
thought _inmind _ 
carrier 'that is placed overfa 'group of _bottles 
and with`the'~bottles vin registering relation with 
cells "therein the carrier ‘is pressed downwardly 
oventhe bottles wher by'friction grippingele 
ment's‘iin the cells retain thebottles in positionv 
and ,when 'it is desired to` discharge the bottles 
fro'rn the cells the carrier withthe _bottlesthere 

Iis’positionedover_a point where it is desired 
todepfo's'it‘ thebottles randmbv pressing down' 
wardlyv _uponv the' upper ends of the _bottles _until 
the necks of the bottles are _positioned between 
the Ifriction 'gripping elements the bottles' are 
dropped _freely from the carrier; ` y ' ` ' 

The lobject-foi this invention is, therefore, to 
provide a bottle carrier in which the bottle car 
rying cells are 'so formedl that bottles may be 
picked up and dropped through .the lower end 
of the carrier. ' > t' . 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a carrier in which bottles are frictionally held 
that is adapted to receive ’conventional bottles 
so; that yit is not necessary to change the design 
orshape'of the bottles. " 

therefrorn is large. With this 
'this'finvention' contemplates a t 
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having a longitudinally disposed centrally po 
sitioned panel with a hand opening in the Iupper 
part thereof" and with‘sections on the ends ex 
tended to ' form “ bottley « receiving cells  and with 

intermediate strips ‘of material Aformed-.Lto pro 
vide intermediate cells,v andwith resilient. grip# 
ping'ïelernents mounted'on pins' in the »corners of 

the lower'ends of the cells. ,Y r .î ' „ i 'Other features and advantages of _the inven. 

tion will` appear'v fromïthev following description 
taken in connection? with the drawings f'wherjein':` 

'Figure 1f is a view illustrating fa plurality ‘of 
ythev improved bottle carriers ina» case-with part 

. of >the case broken aw'ay‘and shown in section 
and with oheof the «carriers positioned ahovë'ia 
group ofpomesr. " ' " ' 

f 'Figure 2_ is a 'plan' _vîiewï'o'ffthe case shown in 

` 'Figure _ 

ease illustrated in Figure-1'5" ~ ` ~ „i 
_ Ff‘igure' 4 ̀ is a plan view »of/one 'of the bottle' 
carriers. *- ' ‘ ’ ‘ 

fingere 5 i 
carrier takenl on line 5--54 of Figure 4‘. 
` `Figure'ô is aäcro'ss section'take'n 
_of Figure 4, the said section being takenïthroughï 
the corners yof the cells> and showing-ï friction 

' gripping elements vin_fopposite _corners in „the“V 
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i agire, s is af .de 
„ tion of >the _center _ 

' on opposite sides of thel ends thereof l 
40 

45 

' .f 112 ',positiqned 
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A furtherobject ci the invention is `to provide ' 
a’ bottle ̀ carrier in which bottles are frictionally 
held in cells which is of a simple and economical» 
construction. y,With these and otherobjects and advantages 
in'vlewthe invention embodies a bottle carrier 
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 . Referring, 

dotted lines. ~' 
_ Figure '7 isf 
ofone of thepell's showing ai resilientf‘el'e'inent 
mountedon apinthere‘ini ` ` ' " ^ 

_ the posi-4 

tion ___and _mounting of> theresilientfvï'elernents 
therein. ' ' ~ f' ' M 

aill _illustrating 'the :constri-icl 
_ ‘__anel with >the ‘ cells‘f formed' 

'Figure vlû‘isa _deta‘ff illustrating _the method 
_ofy forming .the intermediate and end j_cellswhich 
are diagonally positioned on opposite‘fsidïes of 
the‘cent'er panel; _ " ` " " " “ *ï' 

_ __ _ now> to _the drawings? wher n“ like 
_reference characters @denote corresponding ‘parts 
the' improved betuetarrier ofthis'iinventiori 'inl> 
cludes a center panel l0 having end cellsfÍ l and 

_ _ _ _ _ _ vIon opposite sides of the yends„tinne 

o_f¥ intermediate censita". and '1.4, land zopposìteiy 
positioned cells |5_...and 16, and each ofthev cells 
is vprovided ,with four :balls of rubber ̀ v>orîother 
resilient mat l *A 
I1,`the balls being mounted on pinsv lßgas illus 
trated in Figures 7 and 8. , _. , . `. ' ' 

In `the design shown the. centerïpanelflß is 
formed of a lengthsufñcient to >provide cellsy for 

» threebottlesof _conventional so__ft¿dr_ink_òr 

fsf-is a’fibngitudmai section thirçugnthel f » 

s a 'longitudinal section through` the ` 

on line 

` sectional plan through af"corrie-1“` 

"Figureß visadetail"showing_a yver-tical section ' l 
through one of the cells illustrating" 

erialy as indicated byf thelnunieral , 
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beer bottle type and the cell II at one end is 
formed with a transversely disposed panel I9 ex 
tended from the end of the panel I Il, a longitudi 
nally disposed panel 20 extended from the end 
of the panel I9 and a transversely disposed panel 
2I extended from the edge of the panel 20 and 
parallel to the panel I9. The panels I9, 20 and 2I 
extend from the lower end of the panel I0 to a 
point 22 which is spaced from the upper end of 
the panel III. 
The cell I2 is formed with a transverse panel 

23 extended from the opposite end of the panel 
III, a. longitudinally disposed panel 24 extended 
from the outer edge thereof and with a trans 
versely disposed panel 25 extended from the edge 
of the panel 24. 
The panel I0 is also provided with a hand 

opening 26 and spaced vertically disposed slots 
21 and 2B extend upwardly therein from the 
lower edge. ' 

The cells I4 and I5'are formed as illustrated in 
Figure l0 with a longitudinally disposed panel 
29 positioned to be placed against the opposite 
face of the panel I0, a transversely disposed panel 
30 extended from the edge of the'panel 29, a 
panel 3| extended from the edge of thepanel 30 
and parallel to the panel 29, a panel 32 extended 
from the edge of the panel 3I, across the end of 
the panel 29 and extended on the opposite side 
thereof to the edge of a panel 33 which with' the 
parts assembled is in the same plane as that of 
panel 24. From the edge of the panel 33 the 
panel 34 extends to the surface of the center panel 
III with the edge 35 of the panel 34 positioned 
against the surface of the panel I0.v The panel 
32 is provided with a vertically positioned slot 
36 and with the lower part‘of the panel 32l ex 
tended through the slot 29 the slot 26 receives 
the upper part of the panel I Il. This section 
forms the cells I5 and I4 and a similar section 
with the lower section of the transversely ldis 
posed panel corresponding with the panel 32 is 
positioned in the slot 21 thereby forming the 
cells I3 and I6.  ' 

With the cells positioned in this manner the 
abutting panels are secured together by rivets~31 
and each cell is provided with four of the resilient 
elements I1 which are mounted on the pins I8, 
the ends of which are bent or crimped on the 
outer surfaces of the panels as shown in Figure 7. 
By this means a carrier-as generally referred 

to by the numeral 38 in Figure 1 may beplaced 
over a'group of bottles with the caps and necks 
of the bottles guiding the bottles upwardly 
through the cells’as the carrier is pressed .down 
wardly over the bottles. With the lowerfend of 
the carrier in engagement with the flat surface 
upon which the bottles are positioned as illus 
trated in Figures 5 and 6 the bottles are resilient 
ly held in the carrier by the friction lballs or ele 
ments I1. The bottles may be carried by the 
carrier from one position to another and when 
it isdesired to deposit the bottles in a case 39 
orthe .like it .is only necessary to suspend thecar 
rier .over the positiondesired and by pressing 
downwardly on the upper ends of the bottles', the 
bottles'will drop through the carrier into the case, 
or into a cabinet or the like. , . Y . I 

It will be understood that other modifications 
may be made in the design and arrangement of 
theparts without departing >from the spirit of 
the invention. , . . 

What is claimed is: . ` . 

1. A bottle carrier comprising a plurality of 
vertically disposed bottle carrying cells the up 
per and lower ends of which are open, a center 
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panel having an upwardly extended end with a 
hand receiving opening therein positioned be 
tween the cells and rubber ball like friction ele 
ments positioned inthe cells and spaced from 
the lower ends thereof for frictionally retaining 
bottles in the cells. 

2. A bottle carrier comprising a plurality of 
vertically disposed bottle receiving cells the upper 
and lower ends of which are open, a center panel 
having an upwardly extended end with a hand 
receiving opening in the said upwardly extended 
end, said panel positioned between rows of cells. 
andl rubber ball like friction elements journaled 
in the cells and spaced from the lower ends there 
of for frictionally retaining bottles in the cells. 

3. A bottle carrier comprising a plurality of 
vertically disposed bottle receiving cells the up 
per and lower ends of which are open, a center 
panel having an upwardly extended end with a 
hand receiving opening in the said upwardly ex 
tended end, said panel positioned between rows of 
cells, and friction elements journaled in the cells 
and spaced from the lower ends thereof for fric 
tionally retaining bottles in the cells, said fric 
tion elements positioned whereby upon the appli 
cation of pressure to bottles in the cells the bottles 
pass through the cells. a 

4. In a bottle carrier, the combination which 
comprises a vertically disposed center panel hav 
ing an upwardly extended end and having a 
hand receiving opening in the said upwardly ex 
tended end, rows of square cells having side and 
end walls positioned on the-sides of and carried 
by the center panel, and rubber ball like fric 
tion elements in the corners of the cells and 
spaced from the lower ends thereof for frictlonal 
ly retaining bottles in the cells. 

.- 5. In a _bottle carrier, the combination which 
comprises a vertically disposedcenter panel hav 
ing an upwardly extended end and having a hand 
receiving opening in the said upwardly extended 
end, cell forming end sections the upper edges 
of which are spaced- from the upper end of the 
center panel extended in opposite directions from 
the ends of the center panel with end walls there 
of perpendicular to the center panel, with side 
wal-ls parallel to the center panel and with inner 
walls also perpendicular to the center panel, 
thereby forming vertically disposed bottle receiv 
ing cells on the opposite sides of and at the ends 
of the said center panel, corner and intermediate 
cell forming sections each having end walls per 
pendicular to the center panel and side walls 
parallel to the center panel and with .connecting 
walls between the cells provided with vertically 
disposed slots for receiving the center panel, and 
frictionvelements in the corners of the cells and 
spaced from the lower endsvthereof for frictional 
ly retaining bottles in the cells. ' 
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